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Brass Calculating Sector by Elias Allen
Signed ‘Elias Allen fecit’, London, England, c.1630 

455mm (fully extended)

Very good condition: surface marked and pitted but all engraving legible and 
hinge working smoothly; housed in a custom-made clamshell box

[sold]

A fine and very early calculating sector by London’s leading crafts-
man, made c .1630 to the design of Edmund Gunter. The essence of the sec-

tor is the method of similar triangles: the ‘legs’ of the hinged sector carry identical 
scales, and with a pair of dividers in hand calculations can be made by applying 
known numbers to find unknown numbers. The principle was co-discovered by 
Thomas Hood and Galileo around the year 1597. Historian of science Stillman 
Drake writes that the sector was ‘the first mechanical computing device’, predat-
ing by half a century the more famous machine invented by Blaise Pascal.

Edmund Gunter’s 1623 description of the sector marked a leap forward in the de-
sign of the instrument, extending its use into many new areas of application. The 
present version is identical to the standard 1623 design, except that it has one ad-
ditional scale, the purpose of which remains unknown. Elias Allen was London’s 
leading craftsman: he was trained by the Elizabethan maker Charles Whitwell, 
and was a collaborator of Gunter, William Oughtred and other mathematicians.

no. 1 the renaissance computer:
  a mathematical sector by elias allen

c.1630
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MORLAND, Samuel, The Description and Use of Two Arithmetick Instruments 
(Moses Pitt, London), 1673

Small 8vo; various paginations, 25 plates
Collation: A8 B–F8 A8(–A8) G8(–G8) B8 ✳8

Fair condition: text and plates in very good condition, noting some faint staining 
to the lower half of the first 7 or so leaves; disbound, retaining early boards, spine 
separated and therefore due a sensitive rebind

£11,500

A landmark text by the courtier and inventor Samuel Morland (1625–1695). 
Preceded in the bibliography on modern computing only by works on the sec-

no. 2 the first book on calculating machines
1673

tor (see no. 1), Napier’s Bones (see no. 6), and Pascal’s manual 
for the ‘Pascaline’. Here Morland introduces his machines 
for addition and subtraction (of currency), and for arithme-
tic. The book is also a compendium on calculation, including 
a perpetual almanac, tables of feasts and eclipses, and much 
else besides.  

Two Arithmetick Instruments is a highly unusual production. 
The engravings are very fine, and some pages are printed in 
letterpress on one site and copperplate on the other. But it 
is a bibliographic conundrum, with many pagination errors 
and no standard collation. This copy is unusual in having all 
the plates fully intact, and lacks only the portrait frontispiece. 
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ISOMURA Yoshinori, Zōho Sanpō ketsugishō (Nagamura Hanbē, Keishi [Kyoto]), 
1684

160 x 227mm; pp. 46 leaves, woodblock printed, Fukuro-toji style

Fair condition: limp binding badly deteriorated; internally surprisingly good, 
mainly owing to the durability of the paper; edges folded and creased by text 
legible and clean

[sold] 

An important edo period volume, with an advanced account of the 
abacus. This first volume (of five) of Isomura’s magnum opus concerns 

arithmetic, and contains many illustrations of problems that can be solved by 
the abacus. The first edition was published in 1661; this revised edition was the 
last published in Isomura’s lifetime. The work was also reissued much later, in 
1804.

The abacus is an ancient calculating device, with evidence of its use dating 
back two or three millenia bc. Isomura brought the use of the instrument to 
a new level of perfection, and for this reason was known as ‘the master of the 
abacus’.

Worldcat locates only three copies of this edition (Library of Congress, Co-
lumbia University, and Linda Hall Library). Another copy is located at the 
Swedish Royal Collection.

no. 3 the classic japanese text on the abacus
1684



A Very Early Boxwood Slide Rule by Isaac Carver
Signed and dated ‘Is Carver Fecit 1686’, London, England

316 x 20 x 16mm

Very good condition: minor wear to the corners and some surface marks

[price on request] 

An exceptional survival, predated by only three extant rules (the Bissaker slide rule 
at the Science Museum, dated 1654, and two other Carver rules dated 1683 and 1684). 

It has scales on all four sides: inch, foot, square roots, cubes, spheroid, parabola, conoid, 
numbers, secants.

Judged solely by its impact, the slide rule is surely the most significant calculating device 
before the computer. It was invented in the 1620s by William Oughtred, and consists of 
two logarithmic scales sliding against one another. Immediately applications were found 
in all areas of calculation, notably navigation, as well as in the new area of customs and 
excise. Early examples are scarce, as are any early wooden instruments (see also No. 5).

no. 4 one of the earliest surviving slide rules
1686



A Calculating Sector with Musical Scale
Brass, German Lands, c.1690

190mm (closed) to 360mm (open)

Good condition: general surface wear but all scales fully legible
£6,500  

no. 5 musical calculations in 17th-century germany
c.1690

A musical sector, probably German, late 17th 
century. This unusual sector has standard scales 

for computing distances, areas, etc. But it also has a 
musical scale of 12 notes, spaced nonlinearly and rep-
resenting the differences in pitch:

fi, G, G-is, a, b, h, C, C-is, D, D-is, E, f 

This is the German nomenclature, distinguished by the ‘-is’ abbreviation sign for ‘sharp’, 
the ‘b’ for B-flat, and the zigzag-h for B-natural (see Apel, The Notation of Polyphonic 
Music, 900–1600 [1942]). Such a musical scale can have many uses in the design and 
construction of musical instruments, for example calculation of lengths of lute strings 
or organ pipes, of string gauges or tensions, or even of bell diameters. 

The only other musical sector scales we have found are on very large German instru-
ments (see de Pecker, ‘An unusual early sector explored’ [2007]), and the fine example at 
Oxford, inv. no. 45547). (See also No. 18 in this catalogue for a later musical slide rule.)



A Fine Set of Napier’s Bones in Boxwood
English, c.1700

104 x 65 x 17mm (case when closed)

Very good condition: surface wear and markings consistent with age; complete 
and unusually well preserved

[sold]  

The first modern digital calculating instrument. An original set of 
napier’s calculating rods, English, late 17th century, in boxwood, contained in 

the original case with ‘Cambridge Panel’ binding style decoration. The box con-
tains 16 four-sided calculating rods and the tabulat carrier. The numeral punches 
all match, and the set is complete. This set was made with a full 16 rods (for mul-
tiplying very large numbers), instead of supplying a square/cube rod. Inscribed in 
ink in the tabulat is a tally of the number of sides available (either 6 or 7) for each 

no. 6 napier’s bones: the beginning of the 
  calculating machine revolution

c.1700

digit from 0 to 9, for the total of 64 sides.

In 1617 John Napier (1550–1617), of Mer-
chiston, Scotland, published Rabdologiae, in 
which he revealed his newly invented calcu-
lating rods capable of rapid multiplication of 
very large numbers. In the lower left image, 
for example, the bones are set up to multiply 
in the quadrillions!



LEIBNIZ, Gottfried Wilhelm, ‘Nouvelle arithmetique binaire’ [with:] ‘Explica-
tion de l’arithmétique binaire, qui se sert des seuls caracteres 0 & 1’, in Histoire de 
l ’Academie des Sciences, avec les Mémoires, Année mdcciii ( Jean Boudot, Paris), 1705

172 x 120mm; pp. 58–63 (Histoire), pp. 85–89 (Memoires) [whole volume offered]

Good condition: neatly rebacked, with new endpapers
£5,950

The language of modern computing. Here Leibniz proposes and explores a 
base-2 numeral system, first introducing the concept and then discussing the 

nature of binary arithmetic, and its relation to the ancient Chinese divination text 
the I Ching (易經), or ‘Book of Changes’. 

Binary notation had been mentioned before Leibniz, but only as part of an inquiry 
into different base systems. Leibniz was the first to explore the binary system and 
to explain its arithmetic, and is rightly considered the inventor of the form of arith-
metic that lies behind all modern computing (for more on this see the Introduction 
to Lloyd Strickland and Harry Lewis, Leibniz on Binary: The Invention of Computer 
Arithmetic [mit Press, 2022]).  

Although Leibniz’s first work on binary dates from the late 1690s, this 1705 edition 
of the Histoire and Mémoires of the Academie des Sciences is the first public pres-
entation of this pathbreaking work.

no. 7 the invention of binary arithmetic
1705
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HUTTON, Charles, [ORD, Margaret], Mathematical Tables: Containing Common, 
Hyperbolic, and Logistic Logarithms. Also Sines, Tangents, Secants, And Versed-Sines 
[...] (G.G.J. and J. Robinson, and R. Baldwin, London), 1785

Small 4to; pp. xii, 343

Very good condition: early full calf binding with gilt spine title and bands; in-
ternally very good throughout, noting only some very sparse spotting and a few 
minor ink marks

[sold]

Scarce first edition of hutton’s famous set of mathematical tables, one of 
the monuments of calculation of the eighteenth century – and an important 

monument to the role of women in the history of computing (see also No. 23).

Charles Hutton was a mathematics teacher and then professor, at the Royal Mil-
itary Academy in Woolwich. His long interest in producing mathematical tables 
led naturally to the desire to replace the notoriously innacurate set of calcuations 
produced by Henry Sherwin. To undertake the extraordinarily laborious task 
of calculating logarithms, Sherwin enlisted his second wife Margaret Ord, and 
possibly also his daughter Isabella (see Benjamin Wardhaugh, Gunpowder and 
Geometry: The Life of Charles Hutton). The work is also notable for its very exten-
sive technical introduction, which gives a complete history of the calculation of 
logarithms up to Hutton’s time.

no. 8 when computers were human: first edition  
  of hutton’s mathematical tables

1785



BJRBno. 9 ‘mr babbage’s invention’: the birth of 
  automatic computing

1823

[BABBAGE, Charles], Mr. Babbage’s Invention. Copies of the Correspondence Be-
tween the Lords Commissioners of His Majesty’s Treasury and the President and Council 
of the Royal Society, relative to an Invention of Mr. Babbage (Ordered by the House of 
Commons to be printed, [London]), 1823

Folio; pp. [8]

Near fine condition: stab-stitched as issued; docket title printed orthoganally to 
rear of last sheet (see top image); presented in an attractive large-format folder 
with a paper title to the cover

£5,500

A n exceptionally scarce and important document in the history of 
computing. This is the sole separate printing of the parliamentary record 

(Sessional Papers) containing Babbage’s celebrated letter to Humphry Davy, as 
well as the favourable response of the Royal Society. Only one other copy is re-
corded worldwide, at the University of Illinois.  

Although many calculating machines predate Babbage’s Difference Engine, the 
Engine marks a decisive break: Babbage wanted not only to mechanize calcula-
tion, but to automate it. Specifically he wanted to automate the compilation and 
printing of astronomical and other mathematical tables (see No. 8).

(continued overleaf )



BJRBThe present document marks the moment when Babbage’s Difference Engine went from 
an inventor’s dream to a reality – albeit one only ever partially completed. Having created a 
model of his Difference Engine in the early 1820s, Babbage sought public support, writing 
with extensive detail of the project to the most famous scientist in the land – Humphry 
Davy. The Royal Society’s response was decisive: a grant to Babbage was made, and pro-
duction began in earnest. 

1823 (Babbage)



BJRBno. 10 the difference engine in the saturday 
  magazine

1841

[Anon.], ‘Babbage’s Calculating Machine’, in The Saturday Magazine, Vol. xviii, 
No. 552 ( John W. Parker, London), 1841

189 x 281mm; [various paginations, whole volume offered, Babbage pp. 52–54 of No. 552

Very good condition: attractive half-leather binding with marbled boards; ti-
tle-page somewhat marked, especially to the outer margin; generally very good 
internally

£250

One of the most comprehensive early descriptions of the Difference 
Engine. Babbage’s invention was designed to automate the calculation and 

even printing of mathematical tables (see No. 8). Through the 1820s Babbage and 
his collaborator Joseph Clement received generous government funding (see No. 

9) – the total spent is estimated to be around £17,000 
(up to 1842). Babbage’s engine works by the method 
of divided differences, and by the mid-1830s a small 
version was able to operated on 6-digit numbers by 
second-order differences. However, the collosal cost 
and engineering problems encountered caused Bab-
bage to abandon the project soon after this publi-
cation – which reports on the Difference Engine in 
glowing terms. His attention also shifted to the even 
more ambitious Analytical Engine.
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KOHL, Friedrich, Geschichte der Jacquard-Maschine und der sich ihr anschliessend-
en Abänderungen und Verbesserungen (Nicolaische Verlags-Buchlandlung, Berlin), 
1873 [second issue]

225 x 279mm; pp. [frontis. portrait; 2 leaves, [1]–197, [1], [16 folding plates]

Good condition: neatly rebacked; some spotting to frontis.; neat early marginal 
repair to prelims; paper fragile but unmarked; plates excellent

[sold]

The definite account of the jacquard loom. At first sight perhaps an 
unusual landmark in the history of computing. However, the Jacquard loom 

was the first device to be automatically operated by means of punched cards, which 
stored information on woven designs. Charles Babbage, in the unrealised design for 
an ‘Analytical Engine’ proposed using punched cards – and the idea was taken up in 
earnest by Herman Hollerith at the beginning of the 20th century.

By the middle of the twentieth century punched cards were the substrate of data 
processing. At Bletchley Park, for example, approximately 2 million punched cards 
a week were being produced. Punched cards were ubiquitous in computing until the 
1980s, when new input technologies began to replace them.

This treatise gives a very throughough description of the Jacquard loom, illustrated 
with 16 fine and large technical plates.

no. 11 the origin of punched cards: important
  technical treatise on the jacquard loom

1873
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Stereoview of George B. Grant’s Difference Engine
Issued by the Centennial Photographic Company, Philadelphia, 1876

185 x 142mm

Good condition: spine worn at top and bottom, with some loss to the bottom; 
top-right corner of the cover nicked; internally very good; paper fragile

[on reserve] 

Rare stereoview of an early difference engine. After Babbage’s abor-
tive attempt to create a Difference Engine in the 1820s and 1830s, a num-

ber of other inventors and engineers attempted the task. Amongst them was 
George B. Grant, who began his work at Harvard in the 1860s, ignorant of his 
predecessors. Soon Grant learned of the experiments of Babbage and also and 
Per Georg Scheutz, and was able to succeed where Babbage had failed, com-
pleting a Difference Engine in the mid 1870s – the first to be made in the us. 
This stereoview shows the machine on display at the Centennial Exposition in 
Philadelphia. 

Examples of Grant’s other calculating machine are held in various collections – 
yet the difference engine appears not to have survived, making this 3d image all 
the more significant. We have not been able to locate any other copies of this 
stereoview in collections worldwide.

no. 12 stereoview of george b. grant’s difference
  engine

1876
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GENAILLE, Henri, and LUCAS Edouard, Les Réglettes Multiplicatrices, Appareils 
à Calculs Exacts et Instantanés pour Simplifier la Multiplication et la Division (Eugène 
Belin, Paris), 1885

[and:]

GENAILLE, Henri, and LUCAS Edouard, Les Réglettes Financières, Appareils à 
Calculs Exacts et Instantanés pour Simplifier les Calculs Financiers et Commerciaux 
(Eugène Belin, Paris), 1885

120 x 181 x 13mm (both cases identical); eleven rods in each set, printed on all four 
sides, housed in a card boxes with printed ‘titles’

Very good condition: both sets complete; rods very good indeed; light wear to the 
box edges, and a few marks to the front covers

nos. 13/14 genaille’s rods: napier’s bones automated
1885

Multiplicatrices: [sold] 
Financières: £2,800

Two visually stunning sets of ‘genaille’s rods’. The first set is a perfected 
form of Napier’s Bones (see No. 6) for multiplication and division. The wood 

rods are covered on all four sides with printed paper columns, and are used in con-
junction with the fixed rod. The results are instantaneous, for numbers as large as 
ten digits. These rather complex rods each present, using the four sides, tables and 

(continued overleaf )
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1885 (Genaille)

diagrams for four different digits (identified on the top and bottom of each rod). 
There are nine rows, aligning with the numerals 2 through 9 on the left-most (fixed) 
rod. Black triangles align with graded columns of digits to give multiplication ta-
bles, etc. In use, for multiplication one simply selects the rods to form any multipli-
cand, starts with the right-most digit, and follows the path of the triangles to read 

out the result.

The second set is adapted for 
performing financial calcula-
tions, specifically those having 
to do with the computation of 
interest.

The rods have their origin in 
the work of the mathematician 
Edouard Lucas, who posed a 
mathematical problem to the 
Académie française. In the 
course of solving the problem 
the engineer Genaille invent-
ed this new form of Napier’s 
Bones, and went on to create a 
variety of specific sets. 

All such sets are rare, especial-
ly complete and in such good 
condition.
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A Fully Operational Arithmomer
By Veuve Payen, French, c.1910

635 x 203 x 152mm (case when closed)

Very good condition: housed in the original fitted wooden case; fully working; 
brass retains most of the original lacquer; some wear to the case

£3,250

The high-point of business calculating machines. An excellent example 
of the Payen arithmometer, made under the direction of Veuve Payen, with the 

original manual and trade literature. The arithmometer was the first widely availa-
ble, general purpose calculating machine.

no. 15 a fine arithmometer, made under the 
  direction of (madame) veuve payen

c.1910

The arithmometer was developed in the early years of the nine-
teenth century by Thomas de Colmar, but the mechanical calcu-
lator industry really took off 
in the late-19th century, with 
Payen the leading manufac-
turer. After Louis death in 
1902 the firm was taken over 
by his widow Veuve Payen, 
who reset the serial number-
ing to 500 and successfully 
carried on business until 1915.
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‘Posographe’ Analog Computer (with booklet, and a letter from the inventor)
By Auguste-Robert Kafmann, c.1922

98 x 139 x 12mm (cased posographe); leaflet 100 x 130mm; letter is a single sheet, 
257 x 270mm

Near fine condition: Posographe in its original case; fully functioning; leaflet 
very good; letter folded but very good

£1,750 

One of the most elegant analog computers ever made. The Posog-
raphe is a photographer’s exposure computer – one side works for indoor 

and the other for outdoor conditions. The user inputs various information – 
level of sunlight, colour of the walls, etc. – and the internal mechanism delivers 

no. 16 the ingenious posographe: with a letter   
  from the inventor

1922

an exposure time. In computing terms, the Posographe cal-
culates two discrete functions of six variables each – all in 
a pocket-sized instrument without a single gearwheel. This 
incredible piece of engineering was patented by Kaufmann 
in May 1922. This early example is accompanied by an im-
portant letter from Kaufmann, dated 1 September 1922. The 
letter is addressed to Maurice d’Ocagne, inventor of the 
Nomogram, and in it Kaufmann explains the Posographe 
and even sheds valuable light on how he created the bril-
liant internal mechanism (see image to the left).
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COMRIE, L.J., [An article in the Journal of Scientific Instruments, 
with susequent issue featuring further correspondence; The Twin 
Marchant Calculating Machine and Its Application to Survey Prob-
lems; ‘Collection of Sales Letters’ for the National Accounting 
Machine], c.1930–1944

Generally good condition: all edges worn; spine of the National 
Accounting Machine document damaged at top and bottom

£450

no. 17 ‘a modern babbage machine’: l.j. comrie on 
  scientific computing (4 ephemeral items)

c.1930

A group of materials relating to L.J. Comrie’s pioneering ex-
periments in ‘scientific computing’, which involved ‘hacking’ 

existing calculating machines to turn them into ad hoc programma-
ble computers. The earliest document is an unusual and extremely 
rare collection of sample sales letters for the National Accounting 
Machine (no date but c.1930). The letters explain the utility of the 
machine in a wide range of fields. Comrie’s ingenious hijacking of 
this device relied turned it into what he called a ‘Modern Babbage 
Machine’. This adaptation of the National Accounting Machine is described in the journal article ‘Recent Progress in 
Scientific Computing’, offered here, together with a related issue of the JSI. The final document is in effect a ‘manual’ for 
Comrie’s adaptation of the ‘Twin’ Marchant Calculating machine. In Comrie’s hands this instrument could have a wide 
range of applications in surveying – especially military survey. Comrie also gives an extended discussion of how to use 
the machine to solve problems in statistics, numerical analysis, etc.
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LLOYD, Ll. S., A Musical Slide-Rule (Oxford University Press, Oxford), 1938

140 x 220mm; pp. 25 [two card rules inserted to rear cover pouch]

no. 18 the musical slide rule
1938

Very good condition: cover very slightly spotted; rear cover 
creased to the lower left corner; internally very good, noting 
only some rusting to the staples

£250

An unusual card musical slide rule. This attractive 
little booklet, with the two parts of the slide rule tucked 

into a pouch on the rear cover, offers “an introduction to the 
study of the musical scale employed by composers and skilled 
artists” (from the Preface). 

The slide rule carries two sets of scales, one of which is loga-
rithmic. Lloyd introduces the logarithmic scale first, therefore 
teaching a little bit of mathematics along with quite a lot of 
musical theory.

The relationship between music and mathematics is deep and 
long-standing. The use of calculating instruments in music is 
less well known. For a much earlier musical slide rule see No. 
5 in this catalogue.
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HARTREE, D.R., ‘The Mechanical Integration of Differential Equations’, in 
The Mathematical Gazette, Vol. xxii, No. 251 (G. Bell and Sons, London), 1938

8vo; pp. xiii, 528; Hartree pp. 342–364 [whole volume offered]

Very good condition in green cloth; clean and unmarked throughout, noting only 
very faint and very occasional foxing, barely affecting the Hartree essay

£200

Hartree’s important account of the ‘differential analyser’ with pho-
tographs of the manchester analyser, and hartree’s pioneering Meccano model. 

The most comprehensive of the early essays on the differential analyser, with dia-
grams and photographs illustrating the design, accounts of the use and applications 
of the machine, and a useful bibliography. The Differential Analyser was invented 
by Vannevar Bush, and first published in 1931; Bush’s invention was the culmination 

no. 19 hartree differential analyzer
1938

of a line in computer design that goes 
back to the work of James and William 
Thomson (Lord Kelvin), most famously 
the latter’s tide-predicting machine. The 
Differential Analyser was hugely suc-
cessful, circulating around the world in 
the extraordinary Meccano version pic-
tured here.
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ECKERT, W.J., Punched Card Methods in Scientific Computation (The Thomas J. 
Watson Computing Bureau, [New York], 1940)

176 x 245mm; pp. 40

Good condition: orange cloth boards marked and bumped but still an attractive 
volume; small name stamp and faint pencil notes to front free endpaper

[sold]

The first book on scientific computing: Wallace Eckert was an astronomer 
at Columbia University. He was inspired by the work of L.J. Comrie (see No. 

17), and in 1934 established the Thomas J. Watson Astronomical Computing Bureau 
at Columbia, which used IBM punched-card calculators. Eckert later described the 

no. 20 eckert punched cards
1940

Bureau as “the first scientific computing laboratory 
where general scientific calculations were performed 
automatically without any reading or writing of fig-
ures”. 

Eckert’s ingenious use of calculating machines is here 
described in full for the first time, including his inno-
vation of coding up to twelve operations onto a single 
card – a step towards the technique of ‘sequence con-
trol’ fully developed later for electronic digital com-
puters.
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SHANNON, Claude, and FELLER, W., ‘A Study of the Deflection Mechanism 
and Some Results on Rate Finders’, circa 10 February, 1941 [offered with:] ‘Re-
port on the Integrations of the Ballistic Equations on the Aberdeen Analyzer’, 27 
May 1943 

172 x 120mm; pp. 2-37 leaves + 15 figures on 8 leaves of plates (‘Rate Finders’)
[1], 2-8 leaves (‘Aberdeen Analyzer’)

Very good condition; both documents are fragile but they are exceptionally well 
preserved; minor corrections and added diagrams and mathematical symbols to 
the 1943 report; minor damage to the edge of the cover sheet for the 1941 report, 
not affecting text

£3,750

Two highly significant reports on differential analyzers by the founder 
of information theory and inventor of digital circuitry. These are Shannon’s 

own retained copies. Both were prepared for the National Defense Research 
Committee, part of Shannon’s well known wartime work on ‘Fire Control’ – that 
is, automatic defense systems (see Soni & Goodman, A Mind at Play, Ch. 9). 

The first report (1941; images overleaf ) is one of Shannon’s earliest studies in 
this area, and gives a mathematical description of analog devices in use in gun 
aiming. The second (1943; images this page) concerns the ‘Aberdeen Analyzer’ – 
a version of the Bush type differential analyzer used at the Ballistics Research 

no. 22 ‘he did some stunning work for us’: shannon 
  on calculating machines (2 typescripts)

1941/1943

(continued overleaf )
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Laboratory at the army’s Aberdeen Proving Ground in Maryland. 

Shannon’s breakthrough on these papers was to distill a mathematical theory 
of fire control out of the analysis of machines that were apparently designed to 
do the opposite, that is, to aim at a target rather than predict a trajectory. As 
Warren Weaver later put it, Shannon “did some stunning work for us.” Soni and 
Goodman relate these studies to Shannon’s later probabilistic thinking about 
information. David Mindell discusses Shannon’s work in the context of the early 
development of cybernetics. 

Neither report was published in Shannon’s lifetime – no copies of either report 
can be found on WorldCat.

1941/1943 (Shannon)
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HOPPER, Grace Murray; AIKEN, Howard, A Manual of Operation for the Au-
tomatic Sequence Controlled Calculator by the Staff of the Computation Laboratory 
(Harvard University Press, Cambridge ma), 1946 

no. 23 babbage’s dream realized
1946

210 x 275mm; pp. [13], 561, [17 full-page plates]

Good condition: spine blotchy, cloth binding worn; pencil notes to 
the first chapter, apparently copy-editorial and perhaps intended for 
a revised edition (no such edition was printed, however)

£4,250

The first modern computer manual. The Automatic Sequence 
Controlled Calculator – ascc, but generally known as the Har-

vard Mark I – was the first computer that could solve any arbitrary 
mathematical problem. By the time this manual was published the 
Mark I had already calculated a table of Modified Hankel Functions, 
thus realizing Charles Babbage’s dream (see No. 9).

This manual, written by its inventor Howard Aiken and ‘programmer’ 
Grace Hopper, is the first book to contain computer programs. Hop-
per played a particularly important role in the history of coding, as she 
used her experience with the Mark I to become one of the very first 
inventors of a ‘high level’ programming language.

The Mark I is still on display at the Harvard Science Center.




